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Abstract
We study the possibilities to detect Majorana neutrinos in e−γ colliders for different center
of mass energies. We study the W−W−l+j (l
+
j ≡ e+, µ+, τ+) final state which are, due to leptonic
number violation, a clear signature for intermediate Majorana neutrino contribution. Such a signal
(final lepton have the opposite charge of the initial lepton) is not possible if the heavy neutrinos
are Dirac particles. In our calculation we use the helicity formalism to obtain analytic expressions
for the amplitude and we have considered that the intermediate neutrinos can be either on shell or
off shell. Finally we present our results for the total cross-section and for the angular distribution
of the final lepton. We also include a discussion on the expected events number as a function of
the input parameters.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Massive neutrinos can come in two different types: as Dirac or Majorana particles. Dirac
fermions have distinct particles and antiparticle degrees of freedom while Majorana fermions
make no such distinction and have half as many degrees of freedom. In this conditions
fermions with conserved charges (color, electric charged, lepton number,...) must be of
Dirac type, while fermions without conserved charges may be of either type. If the neutrino
mass vanishes then both types are equivalent to two-component Weyl fermions and the
distinction between Dirac and Majorana neutrinos vanishes [1] . New neutrinos could have
large masses and be of either type. If there are heavy neutrinos, then the present and
future experiments offer the possibility of establishing their nature. The production of
Majorana neutrinos via e+e− and hadronic collision have been extensively investigated in
the past [2–7]. In this work we study the possibility of the γe− linear collider to produce
clear signatures for Majorana neutrinos. The photon linear collider [8] may be the best
alternative to the electron positron colliders and furthermore, in the case of Photon linear
collider, we can control the initial photon polarization by the inverse Compton scattering of
the polarized laser by the electron beam at NLC. Using these polarized high energy photon
beam we have the possibility to study in detail the interaction of Majorana neutrinos and
reject possible background. In this paper we discuss the signatures for Majorana neutrinos
in the reactions γe− → W−W−l+j (l+j ≡ e+, µ+, τ+). For the cross section calculation we
have used the helicity formalism. The phase space integration was done taking account that
the intermediate neutrinos can be either on shell or off shell. Due the large CM energies of
these colliders we have considered that the mass of the final lepton vanishes. Moreover we
study distributions of the final leptons for different polarizations of the initial photon.
For the couplings of the Majorana neutrinos we follow Ref [6] starting with rather general
lagrangian densities for the interaction of N with W and light leptons li (e, µ, τ):
LNWl = −
3∑
j=1
gB
(j)
L√
2
l¯jγ
µPLNW
−
µ + h.c. (1)
The heavy Majorana neutrino couples to the three flavors lepton with couplings proportional
to BjL, where j labels the family. The constant g is the standard SU(2)L gauge coupling.
This BjL parameters will affect the final results via the combinations H1 =| B(1)L |2 and
H =
∑3
j=1 | B(j)L |2 in the following way: The cross-section is proportional to H1. This
proportionally came from the interaction of the initial electron with either of intermediary
or final W boson (Fig.1). In the other hand the final lepton can be either of e+, µ+ or τ+
because this is allowed by the interaction lagrangian (eq.1). All these possible final states
are a clear signal for intermediary Majorana neutrino and then we sum the cross section
over the flavors of the final lepton. This sum produces a H factor in the numerator of the
total cross section. In the other hand this cross-section also depends on H through the total
width ΓN→all (eq.10) in the Majorana neutrino propagator.
In this work we have considered the complete set of Feynman diagrams (Fig.1) that
contribute at tree level to e−γ → W−W−l+j (→ jets + l+j ) with the light leptons l+1 =
1
e+, l+2 = µ
+, l+3 = τ
+.
II. HELICITY AMPLITUDE
When the number of Feynman diagrams is increased, the calculation of the amplitude is a
rather unpleasant task. Some algebraic forms can be used in it to avoid manual calculation,
but sometimes the lengthy printed output from the computer is overwhelming, and one
can hardly find the required results from it. The CALKUL collaboration [9] suggested the
Helicity Amplitude Method (HAM) which can simplify the calculation remarkably and hence
make the manual calculation realistic.
In this section we discuss the evaluation of the amplitudes at the tree level for γe− →
W−W−l+j (l
+
j ≡ e+, µ+, τ+) using the HAM. This method is a powerful technique for com-
puting helicity amplitudes for multiparticle processes involving massless spin-1/2 and spin-1
particles. Generalization of this method which incorporates massive spin-1/2 and spin-1
particles, are given in Ref. [10]. This algebra is easy to program and more efficient than
computing the Dirac algebra.
The Feynman diagrams, which contribute at the tree-level are depicted in Fig.1 and the
corresponding amplitudes can be organized as follow
iM1(λ) = iCPN(k3 + p2)Pe(p1 + k1)T1(λ) + (k2 ↔ k3),
iM2(λ) = −iCPN(k2 − p1)Pe(p2 − k1)T2(λ) + (k2 ↔ k3),
iM3(λ) = −iCPW (k3 − k1)PN(k2 + p2)T3(λ) + (k2 ↔ k3), (2)
iM4(λ) = −iCPW (k3 − k1)PN(k2 − p1)T4(λ) + (k2 ↔ k3),
where λ is the polarization of the photon, C = MNΛMeg
2B1LB
j
L/2 (ΛM is the phase
factor in the Fourier decomposition of the Majorana field N(x); |ΛM |2 = 1 [1] ) and p1, k1,
p2, k2 and k3 are the 4-impulse of the particles e
−, γ, l+, W− and W− respectively. The
corresponding propagators are
PN(k) =
(k2 −M2N ) + iMNΓN
(k2 −M2N)2 + (MNΓN )2
,
PW (k) =
1
k2 −m2W
, (3)
Pf(k) =
1
k2 −m2f
,
Following the Feynman rules [1] is straightforward to obtain the T amplitudes:
T1 = v¯(p1)γµ(p/1 + k/1)γνγαPRv(p2)ǫ
µ(k1)ǫ
ν(k2)ǫ
α(k3)
T2 = v¯(p1)γµγν(p/2 − k/1)γαPRv(p2)ǫµ(k2)ǫν(k3)ǫα(k1)
T3 = v¯(p1)γµγνPRv(p2)
[
gµβ − (k1− k3)µ(k1− k3)β/m2W
]
(4)
2
[ gρβ(2k3 − k1)λ + gβλ(2k1 − k3)ρ − gλρ(k1 + k3)β] ǫλ(k1)ǫν(k2)ǫρ(k3)
T4 = v¯(p1)γνγµPRv(p2)
[
gµβ − (k1− k3)µ(k1− k3)β/m2W
]
[ gρβ(2k3 − k1)λ + gβλ(2k1 − k3)ρ − gλρ(k1 + k3)β] ǫλ(k1)ǫν(k2)ǫρ(k3)
In order to calculate these amplitudes we follow the rules from helicity formalism and
use identities of the type
{u¯λ(p1)γµuλ(p2)}γµ = 2uλ(p2)u¯λ(p1) + 2u−λ(p1)u¯−λ(p2), (5)
which is in fact the so called Chisholm identity, and
p/ = uλ(p)u¯λ(p) + u−λ(p)u¯−λ(p), (6)
defined as a sum of the two projections uλ(p)u¯λ(p) and u−λ(p)u¯−λ(p).
The spinor products are given by
s(pi, pj) ≡ u¯+(pi)u−(pj) = −s(pj , pi),
t(pi, pj) ≡ u¯−(pi)u+(pj) = [s(pj, pi)]∗. (7)
Using the above rules, which are proved in Ref. [10], we can reduce many amplitudes to
expressions involving only spinor products.
In order to add up the polarization of the W vector bosons in the final state we define
two auxiliary lightlike 4-vectors for each W such that ki = r
1
i + r
2
i , (r
1
i )
2 = (r2i )
2 = 0 and
(ki)
2 = m2W (i = 2, 3). We also introduce the object a
µ
i = u¯−(r
1
i )γ
µu−(r
2
i ). As was shown
in Ref [10] we will arrive at the correct result for the cross section if we make the following
replacements for the outgoing W:
ǫµ → aµ,
∑
pol
ǫµǫ∗ν → 3
8πm2W
∫
dΩaµa∗ν (8)
In order to obtain the cross section we have to perform additional two-dimensional in-
tegral but no accuracy will be lost since the accuracy of Monte Carlo integration does not
depend on the dimensionality.
For the polarization of the initial photon we take [10] ǫµλ(k) = Nu¯λ(k)γ
µuλ(p) where p
µ is
any lightlike vector not collinear to kµ. We take for pµ one of the other momenta occurring
in the problem. In this calculation we choose for pµ the 4-moment of the incident electron
(pµ1).
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For simplicity in the expressions and in the numerical calculation we assign a number for
each 4-moment as it is shown in Fig.1. In this conditions we represent the products s(pi, pj)
and t(pi, pj) with the symbols sij and tij respectively. For the auxiliary moments r
1
2, r
2
2, r
1
3, r
2
3
we assign the numbers 4, 5, 6, 7 respectively. Using of the above rules and definitions we can
write the T amplitudes as follow:
T1(+) = 0,
T1(−) = 8t12s12t24s57t63,
T2(+) = 8t31s23t36s75t41,
T2(−) = 8t32(s13t36 − s12t26)s75t41,
T3(+) = 2t34(4s57t61(s26t61 + s27t71)− 2s27t61(s56t61 + s57t71 + s52t21) + (9)
2t61s27(s56t61 + s57t71 − s52t21)),
T3(−) = 2t34(4s57t61(t26s61 + t27s71)− 2t26s71(s56t61 + s57t71 + s52t21) + 4s51t21t62s27 +
2t62s17(s56t61 + s57t71 − s52t21)),
T4(+) = 2t41(4t36s75(s26t61 + s27t71)− 2s27t61(t36s65 + t37s75 + t32s25) + 4t31s25t62s27 +
2t61s27(t36s65 + t37s75 − t32s25)),
T4(−) = 2t41(4t36s75(t26s61 + t27s71)− 2t26s71(t36s65 + t37s75 + t32s25) + 4t32s15t62s27 +
2t62s17(t36s65 + t37s75 − t32s25)),
After the evaluation of the amplitudes of the corresponding diagrams, we obtain the
cross-sections of the analyzed processes for each point of the phase space. For the numerical
calculation we use a Monte Carlo computer program, which makes use of the subroutine
RAMBO (Random Momenta Beautifully Organized) [11].
We use the Breit-Wigner propagator for the Majorana neutrino N for different values
of the mass MN . The total width ΓN→all of N was determined at tree level considering the
dominant decay modes N →W±l∓j :
ΓN→all =
g2H
(32πM3NM
2
W )
(M2N −M2W )(M4N +M2NM2W − 2M4W ) (10)
In the next section we present our results showing the cross section for different masses and
different center of mass energies. Moreover we present angular distributions of the final
lepton as a function of the angle with the beam for different initial photon polarizations.
III. RESULTS
Using the helicity formalism we have very compact expressions for the amplitudes (equa-
tions 2,3 and 9). In | M¯ |2 we average over the initial polarization of the electron and sum
over the final polarization of the W and l+j and over the flavor of the final lepton. Moreover
an 1
2
factor is included to avoid double counting of the two W when integrating over the
4
phase space. For the unpolarized cross-section we also have to average over the initial photon
polarization. We take as inputs the values of
√
s, MN and H1. The cross section is formally
∝ H1. The H dependence is most complicate due to the Majorana neutrino propagator .
In the MW < MN <
√
s−MW kinematic region (Reg.I), where the intermediate Majorana
neutrino may be on-shell, the total cross-section is almost independent of the H value. In
the other hand in the MN >
√
s − MW region (Reg.II), where the Majorana neutrino is
off-shell, the total cross-section is approximately proportional to H . The behaviour in Reg.I
is easy to realize if we make the so-called peaking approximation, in which the Breit-Wigner
shape of the Majorana neutrino propagator is replaced by a delta function. In this region the
H dependence in the numerator is canceled by the H factor in the total width. Considering
only the relevant factors in the cross section, we have
σ =
∑
j
σj ∼ · · ·H1H 1
(q2 −M2N )2 +M2NΓ2N
· · · (11)
where j labels the final lepton flavors. Making now the peaking approximation
· · · 1
(q2 −M2N )2 +M2NΓ2N
· · · → π
MNΓN
δ(q2 −M2N) (12)
and since that Γ ∼ H (eq.10) then we can see that σ = ∑j σj is almost independent of
H in Reg.I.
The Fig.2 show the MN dependence of the unpolarized cross-section σ/H1 at fixed
√
s
for H = 0.1. We include the 2-body process (γe− →W−N) to check the correctness of our
final 3-body calculation. In Fig.3 we show the
√
s dependence of σ/H1 for different values
of MN keeping again H = 0.1.
With the helicity formalism that we have used in this calculation is easy to study distri-
butions of the final lepton for different polarizations of the initial photon. As an illustration
we present in Fig.4 the angular distribution of the final lepton for left and right photons
and for different values of MN . We have ignored the experimental difficulties of detecting
the discussed process unambiguously but this kind of distributions could be useful to reject
possible background and for to test no-standard coupling of this neutrinos [13].
In different classes of models [12] H1 and H are severely restricted by available experi-
mental data (LEP and low-energy data). This bounds are H1 < 0.016 and H < 0.122. In
this work we have used the value H = 0.1 which agrees whith the bound over H .
To illustrate the possible impact of this process in the discovery of Majorana neutrinos
we show in Fig 5 and Fig 6 the curves with constant events number in the plane (H1,MN)
for
√
s = 300 GeV and
√
s = 500 GeV respectively. In both figures we take H = 0.1 and we
include an upper bound for H1 (H1 < 0.01). We have considered a most restrictive value
for H1 and H that the inferred of the experimental bounds such that the considered upper
bound is sufficiently restricted to make a conservative analysis of the ability of this collider
to discover the nature of the heavy neutrinos. We have used the estimated luminosity [14]
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for the γe− collider of L = 100fb−1. If we take as reasonable the threshold of 100 events
then we could see signatures for Majorana neutrinos for masses lower than 250 GeV and
400 GeV for
√
s = 300 GeV and
√
s = 500 GeV respectively.
Summarizing, we calculate the cross-section for the process γe− → W−W−l+j where l+j
are light anti-leptons (e+, µ+.τ+). We have included all the contributions considering that
the intermediate Majorana neutrinos can be either on-shell or off-shell. We study the total
unpolarized cross-section and the angular distribution of the final lepton for polarized initial
photon. Finally we investigate the events number as a function of H1 and MN for H = 0.1
and for
√
s = 300 and 500 GeV. We find an important range of MN for which would be
possible to see signatures for Majorana neutrinos.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1: Feynman graph contributing to the amplitude of the γe− →W−W−l+ process.
Figure 2:Unpolarized cross-section as a function of the Majorana neutrino masses for differ-
ent center of mass energies (200, 300 and 500 GeV). The dot-solid line represent the 2-body
process for the same center of mass energies.
Figure 3: Unpolarized cross section as a function of the center of mass energies for different
Majorana neutrino masses (150 and 300 GeV).
Figure 4: Angular distribution of the final lepton with the beam axis for polarized initial
photon (R: right-handed, L: left-handed), for
√
s =300 GeV and for two Majorana neutrino
masses (150 and 300 GeV).
Figure 5: Curves with constant events number(10, 102, 103, 104, 105) in the (H1,MN) plane
for
√
s =300 GeV. The dashes line represent an upper bound for H1.
Figure 6: The same of Fig.5 but for
√
s =500 GeV.
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